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Dicsoft Apple TV Video Converter -  is quick and easy! From within your software
application just click start and convert your file to whatever file format you choose . Enjoy the
resulting videos on your Apple TV .

Dicsoft Apple TV Video Converter can help you easily convert all popular video files, such
as WMV, MPG, AVI, DVD to Apple TV (MPEG-4, MP4, H.264) up to 1280 by 720 on
Windows Operation System with ease. It also supports Apple TV audio conversion (MP3,
AAC).

You can watch videos and movies on your TV easily with great quality in High-definition
MPEG4 format.It Supports Multithreading and batch conversion, this Apple TV video
converter can convert videos at up to 200% conversion speed. If you are a beginner you can
use the default settings which were optimized to get excellent output quality of Apple TV
video. As an experienced user, you can set the advanced settings by yourself like video size,
bit rate, frame rate, etc

MPG to Apple TV converter, RM to Apple TV converter, convert WMV to MP4
Convert ANY video files to Apple TV format at one time.

Key Features

Convert Almost Any Formats to Apple TV:

Convert all types of video formats to Apple TV video file format.

High Quality Video Encoder

High quality video in H.264 and MPEG-4 format.

Convert within Minimum Time

High speed - A two hours long movie can be convert into a MP4 movie with high quality within
one hours.

Excellent output quality by parameters optimized

If you are a beginner you can use the default settings which were optimized to get excellent
output quality of Apple TV video.
As an experienced user, you can set the advanced settings by yourself like video size, bit
rate, frame rate, etc
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Various Settings to Customize Video Output Quality

Easy video crop and aspect ratio adjustment. Easy video splitting, customizing video quality
and size before conversion.

Concise and Friendly User Interface

With more concise and friendly interface, converting your video files to Apple TV is just a
button click away.

High conversion speed

Supports Multithreading and batch conversion, this Apple TV video converter can convert
videos at up to 200% conversion speed,

System Requirements

Minimum System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/ 2000
RAM : 256M
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above

Recommended System Requirements
OS : Microsoft Windows XP/2003/Vista with all latest updates installed
RAM : 512M or higher
CPU : Intel/AMD compatible at 750 MHz or above
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